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Abstract— In this paper a method for engineering supervisory
controllers for product lines with dynamic feature configuration
is proposed. The variability in valid configurations is described
by a feature model. Behavior of system components is achieved
using (extended) finite automata and both behavioral and
dynamic configuration constraints are expressed by means
of requirements as is common in supervisory control theory.
Supervisory control synthesis is applied to compute a behavioral
model in which the requirements are adhered to. For the
challenges that arise in this setting, multiple solutions are
discussed. Some of these solutions are exemplified in the CIF
tool set using a wiper system model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In present day development of systems and products,
reuse of both software and hardware components is sought
to reduce development and production costs, and shorten
time-to-market. The goal of Software/System Product Line
Engineering (SPLE) is to facilitate reuse throughout all
phases of systems engineering [1]. Adoption of this paradigm
requires identification of the core assets of the products
in the domain in order to exploit their commonality and
manage their variability, often defined in terms of features.
A feature is defined as a logical unit of behavior specified
by a set of functional and non-functional requirements [2]
or a distinguishable characteristic of a concept (system,
component, etc.) that is relevant to some stakeholder [3].
Feature models may be used to define which combinations
of features are considered valid product configurations [4].
In literature there has been much attention for correct
configuration of SPLs [4]. Since [5], behavioral correctness
is studied. Typically the approaches that are used for guaranteeing a proper functioning (i.e., correct with respect to its
requirements or specifications) SPL are verification technologies such as theorem provers [6], model checkers [7], and
correct-by-construction approaches such as supervisory control synthesis [8]. In [8], for the first time supervisory control
synthesis has been considered for constructing supervisory
controllers for an SPL described by a feature model.
In supervisory control synthesis [9], starting from a model
of the uncontrolled system and a model of the behavioral
requirements, a model of a supervisory controller is synthesized. Typically, the models that are input to supervisory
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control synthesis are discrete-event systems models such as
(extended) finite automata [10], [11].
There are two tool suites that support supervisory control
synthesis for models expressed as extended finite automata:
Supremica [12] and CIF [13]. In [8], it has been shown how
the CIF language and tool set can be used for synthesizing a
supervisory controller that is suited for an SPL. The approach
uses the concept of algebraic variables extensively, which is
not available in Supremica.
In [8], the treatment was restricted to the setting where
the configuration of the system is static, i.e., is assumed not
to change during system behavior. In this paper, this work is
extended to also consider the dynamic configuration of the
system in terms of the presence of features. A number of
challenges arise when dealing with dynamic configuration:
• How to model presence and absence of features?
• How to model the uncontrolled system in such a way
that it properly takes the current configuration into
account?
• How to model behavioral requirements depending on
presence of features?
• How to deal with transitional behavior during dynamic
configuration?
For most of these challenges there are multiple solutions
and it depends on the case at hand which one is most appropriate. When discussing these challenges we will mention
the alternatives and illustrate some of them.
The contribution of this paper is a model-based approach
for engineering supervisory controllers for SPLs with dynamic feature configuration. The main ingredients are:
• Capturing dynamic configuration of features in models
• Modeling the behavior of the components comprising
the systems
• Linking event availability to presence of features in a
configuration
• Modeling of behavioral and dynamic configuration constraints taking into account the configuration
• Synthesizing a correct-by-construction supervisory controller from the developed models
To exemplify the method discussed in this paper, we use
the relatively small wiper system from [14] as a running
example. In [15], the much larger body comfort system from
[16] is successfully used as a case study. This body comfort
system is the largest case study (in terms of number of
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features and number of valid configurations) from literature
[8], [14], [16], [17] as far as we know. Although supervisory
controller synthesis is known to suffer from scalability problems [10], synthesis for this larger case study was completed
within seconds.
A. Related work
In [18] an approach for dynamic software reconfiguration
in sensor networks is presented. The dynamic reconfiguration
is based on formal constraints in terms of quality-of-service
parameters that are measured at runtime.
Dynamic runtime variability of software product lines in
embedded automotive software systems is applied to create
adaptable and reconfigurable software architectures in [19].
Also [20] discusses reconfiguration with the purpose of
determining an optimal configuration at runtime. In both
papers the dynamic configuration is under control, which is
typically not the case in the present paper.
In [21], a feature-oriented method is proposed to support
runtime variability reconfiguration by introducing an intermediate level between feature variations and implementations.
The authors of [22] argue that it is not reasonable to
anticipate all relevant context changes during design-time
and therefore propose a model that combines learning of
adaptation rules with evolution of the configuration space.
In the approach of the present paper, it is assumed that the
available features are known at design-time.
In [23], the authors deal with reconfiguration of real-time
embedded systems to cope with hardware/software faults.
In [24], priced featured automata were translated to extended finite automata and the structure of the SPL was used
to greatly reduce the number of controller syntheses required
to solve game-based energy problems.
[25] apply supervisor synthesis to featured modal contract
automata. They synthesize orchestrations, that match service
requests to service offers, for all valid products in a product
line, by joining the orchestrations of a small subset of the
valid products. By means of a composition operation, the
product line can dynamically be updated and new services
can join composite services.
In none of the mentioned related work, dynamic feature
configuration in relation to supervisory control engineering
with a clear separation of uncontrolled system behavior
and specification of behavioral and dynamic reconfiguration
requirements has been discussed.
B. Structure
In Section II we introduce (static) feature models and
CIF. In Section III, the modeling of dynamically configured
feature models is discussed. In Section IV, modeling of
behavior in the setting of dynamic configuration is discussed.
Section V concludes the paper.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Feature Models
A feature model [26] is a graph with a collection of nodes
representing features, and a number of relations between

these features, called feature constraints. The feature constraints that can be expressed are summarized in Table I,
which is taken from [8]. The right column provides a logical
formula that expresses how presence of the features (denoted
by the Fi ) is restricted by the different types of constraints.
For any valid configuration a root feature needs to be
present. Mandatory features are required to be present when
their parents are, and optional features may be present when
their parents are. For a set of alternative features, exactly
one is present. And for a set of or features, at least one is
present. It can also be defined that the presence of a certain
feature requires or excludes another feature to be present.
TABLE I
D IFFERENT FEATURE CONSTRAINTS OF A FEATURE MODEL .
Constraint
root

Formula
F0 ⇐⇒ true

F0
F1

F1 ⇐⇒ F2

mandatory
F2
F1

optional

F2 =⇒ F1

◦
F2
F

alternative
F1

F2

Fn

(F1 ⇐⇒ (¬F2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Fn ∧ F ))
∧ ··· ∧
(Fn ⇐⇒ (¬F1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Fn−1 ∧ F ))

F

F ⇐⇒ (F1 ∨ F2 ∨ · · · ∨ Fn )

or
F1

F2

Fn

requires

F1

--------/

F2

F1 =⇒ F2

excludes

F1

o--------/

F2

¬ (F1 ∧ F2 )

Example: Feature model for wiper system
Consider a product line for a wiper system [14], that wipes
the front window of a car. The wiper system essentially
consists of a sensor and a wiper. Both are available in a low
and a high quality version. The wiper system is optionally
equipped with a permanent wiping feature. A feature model
that captures the allowed configurations is presented in Fig.
1. An example of a valid configuration is where the following
features are present: a root (Wiper System), sensor, wiper,
low quality sensor, and high quality wiper feature.
Wiper System
Fr
Permanent
Fp

Sensor
Fs
Low
FsL
Fig. 1.

High
FsH

Wiper
Fw
Low
FwL

High
FwH

Feature model for the wiper system [14].

Besides the shown feature constraints, also attribute constraints [27] can be expressed using attributes of features. An

example of such an attribute could be the weight (or price) of
a feature. A constraint could be a maximal value for the total
weight (price) of the system. In the wiper system there are
no such attribute constraints. In [8] supervisor synthesis on a
feature model with attribute constraints of a coffee machine
without dynamic reconfiguration is considered. Our methodology for dynamic reconfiguration would straightforwardly
extend to such feature models with attribute constraints.

Listing 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Idle

B. CIF
CIF is a language and tool set that supports model-based
engineering of supervisory controllers involving modeling,
(visualized) simulation, synthesis, verification, and code generation [13]. In the past years CIF has been applied to many
industrial-size case studies such as lithography machines
[28], health-care systems [29], automotive applications [30],
and infrastructural systems [31]. Although CIF allows modeling of real-valued variables that evolve continuously over
time (as described by differential equations), for the purpose
of this paper attention is restricted to discrete-event models.
Discrete-event models of the uncontrolled system (also
called plants) can be developed in the form of a collection of
extended finite automata [11]. The automata that comprise
the plant synchronise over shared events [10] and interact
through the reading of each other’s (discrete) variables. An
automaton consists of locations and edges between these
locations. The edges are labeled by an event, a guard and
an update. The guard describes a condition (in terms of the
variables) that enables the occurrence of the event associated
with the edge. The update describes how the values of the
variables change in such a transition. In CIF variables are
declared inside an automaton and follow the ‘global read,
local write’ principle, which means that each variable may
be inspected in any of the automata, but may only be adapted
in its defining automaton. A CIF automaton has at least one
initial location, and variables have at least one initial value.
Events are defined to be controllable or uncontrollable.
Uncontrollable events cannot be prevented from occurring
by a supervisory controller, whereas controllable events
can be blocked. The extended finite automata may have
marked states. Marked states are states in which the system
has finished a task. By applying supervisor synthesis, the
controllable events are restricted in such a way that from each
reachable state, a marked state can eventually be reached.
An example of a CIF automaton is given in Listing 1.
Its graphical representation is given in Fig. 2. Locations are
represented by small circles with their name next to them.
Initial states have a dangling incoming arrow (and possibly
an expression stating the initial values of the variables).
Marked states have a double circle representation. Edges that
are labeled by a controllable event are represented by a solid
arrow and edges with an uncontrollable event by a dashed
arrow. The optional guard is indicated by the keyword when
and the update using do. In this paper we use both textual
and graphical representations as we see fit.
In CIF requirements are specified by means of automata
that state in which orderings the contained events are allowed

Textual CIF model of an automaton.|

plant automaton ExampleAutomaton:
controllable start, process;
uncontrollable finish;
disc int c = 0;
location Idle: initial; marked;
edge start goto Busy;
location Busy:
edge process do c:=c+1;
edge finish when c>4 do c:=0 goto Idle;
end

start

Busy
process
do c:=c+1

c=0
when c>4
finish
do c:=0

Fig. 2.

Graphical representation of the automaton from Listing 1.

to occur or by using state-based expressions such as event
conditions and state invariants [32], [33]. An event condition
restricts the occurrences of an event to situations where a
certain condition in terms of the variables of the model
is satisfied. A state invariant expresses in which states the
system is allowed to be.
CIF has several concepts that facilitate modeling of large
systems, such as a definition/instantiation mechanism for
automata and requirements and algebraic variables. An algebraic variable is a global variable (not associated with
a single automaton) the value of which is defined to be
identical to the value of some expression (in terms of
other variables). In this paper algebraic variables are used
abundantly.
With each location L in each automaton A, CIF associates
a location variable A.L that may be used in guards, in righthand sides of updates and algebraic variables and in statebased requirements. Updates of these variables are implicit
and according to the location change of an automaton.
C. Static feature models in CIF
Before we turn our attention to modeling feature models
that can configure dynamically, in this section we demonstrate modeling of feature models that do not configure
dynamically, i.e., they are static, as proposed in [8]. In the
next section we will show how these static models can
be extended to feature models supporting dynamic feature
configuration.
A CIF model representing all allowed configurations for a
given feature model is obtained as follows. An automaton is
introduced for each feature that captures whether the feature
is present or not. It uses a Boolean variable present, the
value of which is fixed initially, that is true when the
feature is present and false otherwise. This variable is also
used to capture the relations expressed in the feature model.
Since all feature automata have the same structure we use
an automaton definition in CIF, which is then instantiated
for each feature in the feature model. The CIF specification
for this automaton definition is given in the first four lines of
Listing 2. In CIF, every automaton needs to have at least one
location, hence the dummy location (without a name) defined
in Listing 2. Note that the initial value of present is left
implicit (is allowed to be either true or false by using the

keywords in any). For each feature in the feature model
an instance of this feature automaton definition is obtained
by a statement such as the ones in Lines 6 and 7.
Listing 2. Automaton definition for features and instantiation for features.|
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

plant def FEATURE():
disc bool present in any;
location: initial; marked;
end
F1: FEATURE();
F2: FEATURE();
...

Feature constraints arising from a feature model can be
modeled in CIF in such a way that the transformation from
a feature model to a CIF model can easily be automated.
For each of the constraint types in Table I, an algebraic CIF
expression is shown in Listing 3. ‘//’ in the listing denotes
that the remainder of the line is a comment, which we use
to specify the constraint type. The notation also allows to
express more complex constraints between features that are
not considered here.
Listing 3.
1
2
3
4

Several feature constraint expressions.|

bool r1 = F0.present <=> true; //root
bool r2 = F1.present <=> F2.present; //mandatory
bool r3 = F2.present => F1.present; //optional
bool r4 = (F1.present <=> (not(F2.present) and F.present))
and (F2.present <=> (not(F1.present) and F.present));
//alternative
5 alg bool r5 = F.present <=> (F1.present or F2.present); //or
6 alg bool r6 = F1.present => F2.present; //requires
7 alg bool r7 = not (F1.present and F2.present); //excludes
alg
alg
alg
alg

A valid configuration is obtained if and only if all feature constraints are satisfied. To this end, the algebraic
expressions for the seperate feature constraints, such as
in Listing 3, can be used. In Listing 4 we introduce an
algebraic expression sys valid that evaluates to true if all
feature constraints are satisfied. We also define automaton
Validity in Lines 3-5 in Listing 4. At the moment this
automaton only states that the system initially is in a valid
system configuration.
Listing 4.

Validity of configuration.|

1 alg bool sys_valid = r1 and r2 and r3 and ...;
2
3 plant automaton Validity:
4
location: initial sys_valid; marked;
5 end

Example: Static feature model for wiper system in CIF
The CIF specification of the feature model for the wiper
system is given in Listing 5. Construction of the state
space of this model in CIF results in a structure with 8
allowed configurations each represented by an initial state
(and nothing more as we have not yet modeled any behavior).
Listing 5.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Feature instances of the wiper system.|

plant def FEATURE():
disc bool present in any;
location: initial; marked;
end
Fr:
Fs:
Fp:
Fw:
FsL:
FsH:
FwL:
FwH:

FEATURE();
FEATURE();
FEATURE();
FEATURE();
FEATURE();
FEATURE();
FEATURE();
FEATURE();

15
16
17
18
19
20

bool r1 = Fr.present;
bool r2 = Fr.present <=> Fs.present;
bool r3 = Fp.present => Fr.present;
bool r4 = Fr.present <=> Fw.present;
bool r5 = Fr.present <=> (Fs.present and Fw.present);
bool r6 = (FsL.present <=> (not(FsH.present) and Fs.present))
and (FsH.present <=> (not(FsL.present) and Fs.present));
21 alg bool r7 = (FwL.present <=> (not(FwH.present) and Fw.present))
and (FwH.present <=> (not(FwL.present) and Fw.present));
22
23 alg bool sys_valid= r1 and r2 and r3 and r4 and r5 and r6 and r7;
24
25 plant automaton Validity:
26
location: initial sys_valid; marked;
27 end
alg
alg
alg
alg
alg
alg

III. DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION
In the setting discussed in the previous section, the configuration is decided upon initialization of the system and can
not change at any later stage. In this section we consider the
situation that features may configure dynamically.
Different types of reconfiguration can be imagined. For
example, it can be decided if reconfigurations take place in
isolation, or may occur simultaneously. Both alternatives can
be modeled in CIF, albeit with different adaptations of the
feature definition. In this paper we assume single feature
reconfiguration, which is the subject of Section III-A.
If one allows models to dynamically configure, there may
be situations where a specific change in configuration would
result in a violation of the feature constraints. An example
is removing the high quality wiping feature from the wiper
system which would result in a configuration where neither
the high quality nor the low quality wiper is present. Hence,
it must be decided if such violations of the feature constraints
are allowed, this is discussed in Section III-B.
A. Single feature reconfiguration
In Section II-C, for each feature an automaton with a variable named present is introduced that captures whether
the feature is present. To allow change of presence status of
a feature, the value of the corresponding present variable
needs to be able to change. This can be modeled with a
relatively small adaptation to the current feature definition.
For each feature a come and go event are introduced that
represent the addition and removal of the feature from the
configuration. The resulting feature definition is shown in
Listing 6. The events come and go are defined inside the
automaton. As a consequence, there is an instance of both
events for each instance of the plant definition. These events
are chosen to be uncontrollable since they occur outside the
influence of the supervisory controller (to be designed).
Listing 6.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Automaton definition for features with reconfiguration.|

plant def FEATURE():
uncontrollable come, go;
disc bool present in any;
location: initial; marked;
edge come when not present do present:=true;
edge go when present do present:=false;
end

We have now obtained a state space that contains each
possible reconfiguration, also those that are invalid by the
feature model. Restricting reconfigurations to valid configurations can be achieved by adding a plant invariant such
as presented in Listing 7. Adding this invariant removes all

states where sys valid evaluates to false, and all transitions
toward these states in the plant’s behavior.1
Listing 7.

Invariant restricting reconfiguration to valid configurations.|

1 plant invariant sys_valid;

B. Strictness of the feature constraints
As noted before, reconfiguration could result in violation
of the feature constraints. In the previous example violation
of feature constraints was strictly prohibited. The dynamic
configuration where the high quality sensor is replaced by
the low quality sensor cannot be accommodated since it is
impossible to move from the start configuration to the target
configuration without violating the feature constraints.
It may be desirable to temporarily allow violation of
feature constraints during a reconfiguration phase, where the
system configuration moves from one valid configuration
to another. This would allow any feature to configure at
any moment. Consequently, the system may get into a
configuration that does not satisfy the feature constraints.
It should be decided what is the allowed behavior in such
a reconfiguration phase. This is discussed in more detail in
the next section.
It should be noted that one may feel the need to express
that some of the feature constraints really need to be satisfied
at all times. Of course this can still be enforced.
Example:
If one only requires that the root feature Fr of the wiper
system is present at all times, then this is achieved using the
following model fragment. The resulting state space consists
of 128 states, among which 8 initial states. There are 896
come and go transitions, but the come and go transitions of
the root feature are not among those. Given the possibilities
offered by CIF and the modularly defined feature constraints,
it is possible to make more complex exceptions to the
strictness of feature constraints.
1 alg bool r1 = Fr.present;
2 plant invariant r1;

IV. M ODELING OF BEHAVIOR
Next, a model of the uncontrolled system and requirements
is needed. These can then be used to synthesize a supervisory
controller.
A. Behavior of the uncontrolled system
The plant modeling aims at capturing all uncontrolled behavior regardless of features, solely focusing on the potential
behavior of the physical components. The aim is to get an
one-to-one mapping of physical components to plants in CIF.
This style of modeling is used previously in the context of
modeling waterway locks [34] and automotive systems [30].
1 The authors note that plant invariant definitions are supported for
simulation in CIF, but currently not supported for the synthesis tool. In order
to be able to perform synthesis, the modeler can straightforwardly manually
restrict all come and go events toward states where sys valid would evaluate
to false.

Example:
In [14], no physical components for the wiper system are
indicated. Therefore, a logical interpretation is made, making
use of the feature model in Fig. 1 and the informal system
description. The system constitutes of uncontrollable components: user control button (button), low quality sensor
(sensorLQ), and high quality sensor (sensorHQ), and
controllable components: low quality wiper (wiperLQ), and
high quality wiper (wiperHQ). For each of the components
an automaton is provided that describes its behavior, see Fig.
3. Although the different models use the same event names,
because the events are defined within the automata, they are
different, and do not synchronize.
The system that is composed of these five components has
a state space of 216 states and 2,340 transitions, when there is
no imposed (supervisory) control, i.e., the controllable events
can occur at any time that they are defined in the system.
The CIF model consisting of the component automata does
not yet take into account that in specific configurations specific components are not allowed to show behavior, because
they are ‘connected’ to features that are not present. For
example, the event littleRain of component sensorHQ
(denoted sensorHQ.littleRain) is only available in
case the high quality sensor feature is part of the configuration.
In the wiper system example, for the sensor components
there is a one-to-one correspondence with the features.
However, in case of the wiper components there is no oneon-one relation to the feature model because they need to
perform the permanent wiping feature as well.
In general we require the modeler to indicate for each
event that occurs in a component model which features need
to be present for that event to be able to occur. In CIF this
can then be captured by means of additional conditions on
such events. For an event e that requires the features Fa1 and
Fa2 this is achieved as shown in Listing 8. The connection is
stated in the form of a plant, because it models the physical
incapability to perform some events when certain features
are not present.
Listing 8.

Definition of link between events and features.|

1 plant automaton event_feature_conditions:
2
location: initial; marked;
3
edge e when Fa1.present and Fa2.present;
4 end

The events that are made available by the button are
available in every wiper system product, and are therefore
not restricted. The events of the two sensor components
are only restricted by the presence of the corresponding
feature. A similar situation occurs for the wiper events, but
for the permanent wiping events also the presence of the
permanent wiping feature is required. For the wiper system,
the connection between events and features is captured by
the plant event feature link in Listing 9.
The way we expressed the availability of events in relation
to the presence of features is conceptually similar as the
solution adopted in featured transition systems [6]. In these
featured transition systems events are also available condi-

?

LittleRain

On
on
Off

off
permOn

littleRain
noRain

permOn

littleRain
heavyRain

off

noRain

on

permWipe

NoRain

heavyRain

NoRain

heavyRain

HeavyRain

PermOn

littleRain

(a) button

permWipe

noRain,off

noRain

permWipe
off

noRain,off

rain
permWipe

heavyRain
LittleRain

rain
noRain,off

Listing 9.

HeavyRain

littleRain

(e) wiperHQ
Rain

Rain

(b) sensorLQ

littleRain

PermWipe

NoRain

heavyRain
permWipe

(c) sensorHQ

NoRain

rain

PermWipe

off

(d) wiperLQ
Fig. 3. Plant automata for the wiper components.

Connection between events and features.|

1 plant automaton event_feature_link:
2
location: initial; marked;
3
edge button.off when true;
4
edge button.on when true;
5
edge button.permOn when true;
6
7
edge sensorLQ.noRain when FsL.present;
8
edge sensorLQ.rain when FsL.present;
9
10
edge sensorHQ.noRain when FsH.present;
11
edge sensorHQ.littleRain when FsH.present;
12
edge sensorHQ.heavyRain when FsH.present;
13
14
edge wiperLQ.off when FwL.present;
15
edge wiperLQ.noRain when FwL.present;
16
edge wiperLQ.rain when FwL.present;
17
edge wiperLQ.permWipe when FwL.present and Fp.present;
18
19
edge wiperHQ.off when FwH.present;
20
edge wiperHQ.noRain when FwH.present;
21
edge wiperHQ.littleRain when FwH.present;
22
edge wiperHQ.heavyRain when FwH.present;
23
edge wiperHQ.permWipe when FwH.present and Fp.present;
24 end

tionally depending on feature presence. In [15], it is shown
that, alternatively, one could also capture featured transition
systems in CIF. The most prominent difference between this
paper and the approach using featured transition systems as
well as the approach provided in [8], is that the description
of the relation between features and events is separated from
the behavioral models of the components. Another difference
is that in the approach using featured transition systems not
the uncontrolled system and requirements are modeled, but
the supervisory controller is developed directly.
B. Behavioral requirements
In the previous section, we have discussed how to model
the uncontrolled system and how to link event occurrences to
availability of features. In this section, we discuss the modeling of behavioral requirements. As explained in Section
II, such requirements are specified by means of automata
that synchronize with the plant or by using state-based
expressions such as event conditions and state invariants.

Example: Requirements wiper system
Below we state both the informal system requirements and
the corresponding CIF formulation:
1) a wiper can only be turned off when the user has turned
wiping off:
1 requirement wiperLQ.off needs button.Off;
2 requirement wiperHQ.off needs button.Off;

2) permanent wiping can only be done when the user has
requested so:
1 requirement wiperLQ.permWipe needs button.PermOn;
2 requirement wiperHQ.permWipe needs button.PermOn;

3) the other wiping activities can only be done when
wiping is turned on:
1
2
3
4
5

requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement

wiperLQ.noRain needs button.On;
wiperLQ.rain needs button.On;
wiperHQ.noRain needs button.On;
wiperHQ.littleRain needs button.On;
wiperHQ.heavyRain needs button.On;

4) the wiper can stop wiping only if the sensor indicates
that there is no rain:
1
2
3
4

requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement

wiperLQ.noRain
wiperLQ.noRain
wiperHQ.noRain
wiperHQ.noRain

needs
needs
needs
needs

FsL.present
FsH.present
FsL.present
FsH.present

=>
=>
=>
=>

sensorLQ.NoRain;
sensorHQ.NoRain;
sensorLQ.NoRain;
sensorHQ.NoRain;

5) the wiping level should be in accordance with available
wiper feature and sensor reading:
1 requirement wiperLQ.rain needs FsH.present => (sensorHQ.
LittleRain or sensorHQ.HeavyRain);
2 requirement wiperLQ.rain needs FsL.present => sensorLQ.Rain;
3
4 requirement wiperHQ.littleRain needs FsL.present=> sensorLQ.Rain;
5 requirement wiperHQ.littleRain needs FsH.present => sensorHQ.
LittleRain;
6 requirement wiperHQ.heavyRain needs FsH.present => sensorHQ.
HeavyRain;
7 requirement wiperHQ.heavyRain needs not FsL.present;

Requirements (4) and (5) illustrate requirement formulations that take the presence of features into consideration.

These requirements can be added to the model containing
the plant behavior and the feature model. We consider the
case the system initially is in a valid configuration and
reconfiguration is restricted to only valid configurations, so
essentially only the permanent wiper feature is able to reconfigure from the initial configuration. The state space of this
system consists of 198 states and 1,025 transitions. Applying
supervisory controller synthesis to this model results in the
observation that the model was already nonblocking and
controllable, i.e., the supervisor does not further restrict the
behavior that was not already restricted in the plant and
requirement definitions.
C. Behavior during configuration
In the previous example we have assumed that the system
was always in a valid configuration. If we loosen this
assumption and allow invalid configurations, decisions must
be made about allowed behavior in such configurations.
There are several ways to deal with the specification of
allowed behavior during the configuration phase: (1) disable
some events from occurring, and (2) additional requirements.
Each of these approaches may be suitable for certain applications. In the following subsections these possibilities are
investigated.
1) Disabling events: The approach in which some events
need to be disabled in case the system is in an invalid
configuration is the most elementary one. For each such an
event, an event condition, such as the one presented for event
e in Listing 10, can be defined that restricts that event to
occur only when the system is in a valid configuration.
Listing 10.

Disabling an event in an invalid system configuration.|

1 requirement e needs sys_valid;

This approach assumes that the system will exhibit safe
behavior by not exercising any of the events disabled in this
way. As soon as the system returns to a valid configuration
these events are no longer disabled.
2) Additional requirements: Another approach is stating
additional requirements for the transitional situation. For the
wiper system these are detailed in the next example.
Example: Dynamic configuration constraints for wiper system
In the wiper case, invalid configurations may sometimes
be allowed. For example, an upgrade from a low quality
wiper to a high quality wiper can be achieved via an invalid
configuration with either no wiper features or with both wiper
features. In the later situation, both wipers can perform wiping actions at the same moment. For this example, we will
consider it unsafe that both wipers are present and wiping
at the same time. This unsafe situation can be prevented by
adding the requirement that in case both wiper features are
present, at least one of them is in a non-wiping state. See
Listing 11 for the CIF formulation of this requirement.2
2 Opposed to plant invariants, requirement invariants are supported in
CIF’s supervisor synthesis tool.

Listing 11.

Constraint during invalid configuration.|

1 requirement invariant (FwL.present and FwH.present) => (wiperLQ.
NoRain or wiperHQ.NoRain);

Applying supervisory controller synthesis to the described
system results in a supervisory controller that, in addition to
the requirements, applies the guards formulated in Listing 12
to the controllable events.
Listing 12. Additional guards provided by supervisory controller synthesis.|
1 supervisor automaton sup:
2
location: initial; marked;
3
edge wiperHQ.heavyRain when (wiperHQ.NoRain or wiperHQ.
LittleRain) and wiperLQ.NoRain or (wiperHQ.PermWipe or
wiperHQ.HeavyRain);
4
edge wiperHQ.littleRain when (wiperHQ.NoRain or wiperHQ.
LittleRain) and wiperLQ.NoRain or (wiperHQ.PermWipe or
wiperHQ.HeavyRain);
5
edge wiperHQ.noRain when true;
6
edge wiperHQ.off when true;
7
edge wiperHQ.permWipe when (wiperHQ.NoRain or wiperHQ.
LittleRain) and wiperLQ.NoRain or (wiperHQ.PermWipe or
wiperHQ.HeavyRain);
8
edge wiperLQ.noRain when true;
9
edge wiperLQ.off when true;
10
edge wiperLQ.permWipe when wiperHQ.NoRain;
11
edge wiperLQ.rain when wiperHQ.NoRain;
12 end

The state space of the controlled system where invalid
configurations are allowed and all previous requirements are
added holds 27,648 states and 327,744 transitions. As a result
of synthesis this controlled system is nonblocking (a marked
state can always be reached), controllable (no uncontrollable
events are disabled) and maximally permissive (no behavior
is disabled that doesn’t strictly need to be disallowed with
regards to the aforementioned properties and requirements)
by construction.
D. Component reappearance
Until now, the appearance and disappearance of features is
not directly affecting the states of the involved components.
Therefore, when a feature disappears, and in a future configuration reappears, the component(s) linked with this feature is
still in the same state. Sometimes it may be required to start
one or more components in a different state upon the status
change of a feature. For instance, in the previous example it
was not allowed for both wipers to be wiping when they
are both present. It may happen that one of the wipers
leaves the configuration while it is wiping. The supervisor
will not allow the other wiper to start wiping, even if it
is raining, because when the wiper that is already wiping
(uncontrollably) reappears, the requirement in Listing 11 is
not satisfied.
The plant model of a component can easily be adapted
in order to transition to some desired reset state whenever
the component enters or leaves the configuration. This is
done by adding an edge, label with the come or go event
of the respective component, from each state in the plant
model of the component to its desired reset state. Because
of synchronization, upon occurrence of the come or go event
(from the feature plant) the transition with the same label in
the component is taken as well. By adding this transition to
each state of the component model, the proposed addition
does not restrict reconfiguration possibilities.

Example: Re-initialization in the wiper system
Let us consider the case that we want the low quality
wiper to turn off when it leaves the system. Applying the
proposed approach results in the adapted plant automaton
shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the state of the low quality
wiper component is reset to the initial state, regardless of its
current state.
FwL.go

PermWipe

permWipe
NoRain

off

rain
permWipe

rain
FwL.go
noRain,off
FwL.go

Rain

Fig. 4. Adapted plant for resetting the low quality wiper component in
case of removal from the configuration.

V. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We have presented a method for engineering supervisory
controllers for product families of which the valid configurations are described by a feature model and where dynamic
configuration of the features is allowed. The CIF language
has shown to be adequate for modeling the involved concepts. Several types of solutions have been elaborated upon,
and some of them were illustrated using the wiper system
example. Although the wiper system is small, feasibility has
been demonstrated for a much larger system in [15].
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